




It is the 18th century and rumors of
great wealth and fortune have led
the exploration teams of four
nations to embark on a journey to
the uncharted Isles of Terror.

There awaits unspeakable horrors
summoned by savage natives and a
constant struggle for survival
against the isles themselves as well
as the other exploration teams.

In Isles of Terror 1-4 players each
control an exploration team of one
of four factions (expanded to 6 with
current expansions).

Each turn, players may land with
new recruits, gold and food at the

shores of the isle and strengthen
their troops already exploring the
mysterious island.

While investigating the isle, the
players face dangerous
encounters and fight against
each other to gain control of the
different areas and benefit from
their resources.

Isles of Terror is a story-driven
strategy game with an
exploration system that changes
the geography of the isle with
each game played.

12 COMPLETE BUNDLES LEFT
- Single base games sold out & expansion on low stock

https://www.voodoo-games.com/product-page/isles-of-terror-all-in-bundle
https://www.voodoo-games.com/product-page/isles-of-terror-all-in-bundle


SUBSCRIBE HERE TO MAKE SURE
YOU DON’T MISS AN ISSUE!

DO YOU LIKE THE NEW
VOODOO VANGUARD?

The initial idea for Isles of Terror
came up many years ago when
André was still with Megalith Games
publishing the miniatures game
“Godslayer”. Martin conceived of an
area control game based on the
Godslayer universe in which you had
to explore an island and fight off the
beastfolk of the Banebrood.

After several months of testing the
initial version of that game we came
up with quite a few changes and
adjustments that we felt improved
the experience.

But by the time the game was ready,
André was in the process of leaving
Megalith Games and setting out the
foundations of Voodoo Games. As
Martin was joining André as co-
founder of Voodoo Games, naturally
it made sense to save Isles of Terror
for their future company.

André had been developing Xibalba
in parallel, so with Isles of Terror they
already had two major games in
their pipeline. But it wasn’t unless
several years later that Isles of Terror
was fully developed and became the
game it is today.

Those years were put to good use re-
theming due to the fact that Martin
and André did not want to base it on
the Godslayer universe anymore,
even though André retained the
rights to board games within that
world (and is currently working on
something!).

This is how Isles of Terror was moved
to a fictional 18th century world in
which great expeditions of the
British and the French compete with
the twisted ancestors of long
forgotten Conquistadores, the
voodoo cults of the Yoruba, the
pirates of the Wokou and the special
regiment of the Kolonial Korps.

Not to mention all the dangers that
await them on the Isles themselves,
such as an insidious tribe of
cannibals, the cult of the eight-
legged spider goddess and even the
cthuloid horrors from worlds beyond
our wildest imagination.

In addition to all the existing terrors,
we are currently working on another
expansion that will not only add a
whole new campaign but also a
whole new enemy; the contraptions
of Professor Dreistein! With that in
mind, we are looking not only to
crowdfund this new expansion, but
also a whole new reprint campaign!

As of now we do not know when this
will happen, but we are working on it
and are confident that if it doesn’t
happen this year, it will be coming
early 2023.

Until then, a few of you are still able
to join our expedition as the last
bundles for Isles of Terror are on sale
right now. Come on board and join
the adventure!

https://www.voodoo-games.com/vanguard
https://www.voodoo-games.com/vanguard


LIKE A KING
>>

The work on our upcoming game
CYBERDOME is progressing well and
even though some of the core
mechanics had to undergo a
complete redesign, we are now
pleased with an even fresher version
of the game that’s even more fun.

While playtesting is ongoing, we’re
also making progress on artwork and
miniature designs. In issue #2 of the
Voodoo Vanguard we teased the first
character of the Lotus Samurai
faction. Now it’s time to take a look at
the next faction, the MONARCHS.

Assembled of those high society elites
that joined the Golden Lodge in order
to participate in what they call The
Wild Hunt, the Monarchs are
determined to enter the arena in
order to win and, perhaps even more
importantly, to show all others their
superior status.

Even though they have access to all
the latest high-tech equipment and
certainly the credits needed to
purchase it, they follow a strict code
that regulates their appearance on
the battlefield.

Specialising in missile combat, they
often make use of antique-looking
firearms and wear decadent clothes
and accessories, including crowns
and diadems more expensive on their
own than the complete loadouts of
their enemies.



PREVIEW
RENDER/
MONARCH 001



DO YOU VOODOO?
Discover more of our games at www.voodoo-games.com

https://www.voodoo-games.com/flautz
https://www.voodoo-games.com/isles-of-terror
https://www.voodoo-games.com/knight-tales
https://www.voodoo-games.com/xibalba
https://www.voodoo-games.com/games
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